JOB OFFER FOR NURSES MULTIVEKST AS
Multivekst AS is selecting 20 Nurses to offer them the possibility of training in the
Norwegian language free plus a subsequent work as Nurse with the following conditions:
Norwegian Course : Free
Course fee : € 3. 500 / person paid by Multivekst AS
Total paid 45.000 €
A free trip to Norway
Free transportation 1st time in Norway to housing
Assistance and help in the process of applying for a work permit
WORKING CONDITIONS :
Contract duration: 3, 6, 12 or 12+12 months
Benefits : we find housing, assistance in processing of appliance to authorization
REQUIREMENTS:
- Graduated Nurses/Nursing Degree
- Norwegian Level B1 with Norskprove 3
- Experience min. preferably 1 year
- Driving license B1
To obtain a permanent contract, it is necessary to master the Norwegian language and
have at least the certificate B1 according to the European Framework of Reference
(CEFR ) in addition to having passed the Norskprove 3 exam in Oslo and in possession of
the authorization work for workers under Norwegian law.
We will facilitate everything to reach that level in three months intensive course that
starts in mid- February 2015 and will be "Online" through Folkeuniversitatet Trondheim.
This course will run from Monday to Friday in the mornings and besides, an intensive
individual work of 4-5 hours a day is expected from the candidate in order to reach the
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B1 level in three months. This course will focus to medical language by the end of the
course so that you are better prepared when you start working in Norway. The official
surveys ( Norskprove 3) will be on 25.5 - 5.6 in Oslo and six weeks later the results of this
examination will be obtained. The cost of this test will run on account of the candidate
and are about € 75 / for the oral and € 75 / for writing.
If in this waiting time and if the client is willing to, and the nurse agrees in working in
practice, this could be possible in home care or residential care for the elderly in any
destination in Southern Norway (from Oslo to South) in order to apply what they learned
in the language during the course as well as gain confidence in speaking and listening
Norwegian language and getting used to Norwegian way of Life.
Once the test results and the authorization are obtained, different labor contracts with
duration of 3,6,12 or 12+12 months will be offered by Multivekst AS. The scope of work
will be in home care and nursing homes.
The candidate will be required to accept a job offer that will be according to their level of
language, experience and qualifications within one month of notice of the employment
offer.
In these months the candidate will get confidence in speaking the language and familiar
with the customs and Nurses ' work in Norway.
If needed and offered and you are willing to, you can work night shifts, holidays, etc .. to
be paid extra according to Norwegian Law, thus you will come to a very interesting
month-end salary and gain experience and fluency in the Norwegian language .
The more you talk Norwegian, you will have better job opportunities in Norway. To work
in a hospital usually a higher level and a good command of the language will be requested
therefore it will depend on each candidate what their goals are and how fast can achieve
with hard work and perseverance which are required.
The job of a nurse in home care contains a part that is assimilated to the nursing assistant
in Spain, caring for the patient at home, talk to him, feed him in a position or put
compression stockings, etc ...
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In Norway, the responsibility for the geriatric care is the responsibility of society, not of
the children as in Spain. Therefore it is expected to be a loving, empathetic and dedicated
person to others to succeed in this country as a professional.
Also of course you will make most typical nursing technicians works also such as cures,
giving medicine, applying pressings, etc…
If your goal is to work in a hospital, if you have an acceptable Norwegian level, this will be
possible and will depend on you.
The workplace will be in the south of Oslo and Bergen in Norway. We offer homes to
share for 3-4 employees Multivekst AS candidates and this will be deducted from the
monthly salary.
NORWEGIAN COURSE :
We offer a course through a Norwegian University named Folkeuniversitatet Trondheim.
This course will begin in mid- February 2015 and is to be understood "online" and will last
for 250 hours. The schedule is intensive weekday morning (beginning about 5 hours per
day and as levels up, are added hours) and an individual work 2-3 hours a day is expected
to reach the desired level within 3 months. This will depend on the candidate. In addition,
the course will be directed to the Norwegian health sector by the end of the course that
like this you have basic vocabulary that is required when starting work.
If the candidate does not attend classes, did not cooperate with the effort required or
interrupt the course of Norwegian, will have to pay the course fee of € 3,500 back.
The work permit will process the candidate and we will assist in the process, providing
documentation to fill, etc. We take care of the homologation of titles for candidates and
we take over the costs of both the approval and payment of the license fee but the last
responsibility will be for the candidate filling out the application form.
For more information please visit our website www.multivekstas.no
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